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Framing Questions

• What is terrorism?

• How can terrorism be distinguished from other forms of  violence?

• What are the key perspectives on terrorism?

• Present the main scholarships in the academic study of  terrorism

• How social, political and economic grievances could be the root causes of  terrorism?

• Critically evaluate measures that have been taken against terrorism both domestically and 

internationally?

• elaborate on early histories of  terrorist acts 



background

• Terrorism has become an important phenomena and an important security issue for many 

countries following 9/11 attacks 

• Attacks in Paris, Nice, Brussels, Berlin, New York, Manchester, London, Stockholm, 

Barcelona etc. have shown the continuing threat of  terrorism and scale of  damage it could 

cause

• But there have been bigger and more deadlier attacks throughout the history, ex. the extreme 

left and right attacks on the Turkish state which left 5000 dead and 15000 injured

• Raymon Aron: “a violent action is called terrorism when it psychological effects are 

disproportionate to its physical impacts”



Understanding terrorism
• Terrorism is characterized, first and foremost, by the use of  violence

• Historically, the term described state violence against citizens during the French Revolution

• For realists only states have legitimacy to use violent force and not other sub-state actors

• Some view terrorist acts as legitimate only if  they meet the criteria associated with revisionist interpretations 
of  the just war tradition, e.g. just cause, proportional use of  violence and the use of  force as a last resort

• Terrorism is the weakest form of  irregular warfare because such groups rarely possess a broad support of  
the population

• The idea is often to inspire fear and/or provoke responses that will disaffect public opinion, increase support 
for the cause, and eventually effect political change

• Terrorism has also been defined as the use of  violence by sub-state actors to inspire fear by attacking 
civilians and/or symbolic targets for the purpose for drawing attention to a grievance, provoking a sever 
response or wearing down their opponent’s moral resolve in order to effect political change 

• Technologies associated with globalization have increased terrorist capabilities and widened its reach



Terrorism: from transnational to global phenomenon

• Al Qaeda and ISIS losses in the ‘war against terrorism’ have turned them into a global 
movement configured as a loose network of  franchised cells or groups, bound together 
by its religious ideas

• For some terrorists, violence is seen as the only method of  preserving traditions and 
values against a cultural tsunami of  Western products and materialism that follow 
globalization

• Samuel Huntington famously argued that a major fault line exists between Western and 
Islamic civilizations which could lead to acts of  violence

• Critics argue that such a view ascribes a non-existing homogeneity to the ideologies 
behind terrorism world and



• Globalization has benefited the West in ways that radicals can portray it as a form of  

Western economic imperialism

• Political decisions to deregulate or privatize industries may lead to significant social and 

economic upheaval

• Some argue that terrorist violence is motivated by inequalities of  the global economy

• Frantz Fanon in 1960s argued that global violence will not stop until there are patterns of  

inequality and power imbalances in the world (Les Damnés de la Terre)

• Hence attacks on Twin Towers for example should mainly be seen as attack on global 

capitalism and imperialism

Terrorism and globalization: economic explanations



Common Definitions of  Terrorism
• No unanimous definition of  terrorism also because some authors would like to exclude or 

include groups that they wish to denounce

• six elements that are said to be common to terrorist activities:

1.The use of  violence or threat of  violence

2.By an organized group

3.To achieve political objectives

4.The violence is directed against the target audience that extends beyond the immediate victims 
who are often innocent civilians. It is meant to be a psychological warfare

5.While the government can be either the perpetrator of  violence or the target, it is considered an 
act of  terrorism only if  one or both of  actors is not a government

6.Terrorism is the weapon of  the weak



Strategies of  Terrorism
• Organisations can be loose affiliation, Leaderless resistance

• Extreme left and right groups in Europe , animal right groups and global jihadis have 

relied on leaderless resistance strategy

• Terrorist strategy goes beyond the immediate victims. Terrorism is a type of  

psychological warfare that undermines the opposition to terrorists goals. The violence 

generates fear in target audience

• Civilians are often targeted for two main reasons, because they are easier targets and 

because their deaths or injuries heightens the level of  insecurity in larger groups

• terrorism is a strategy of  the weak. Groups that can win elections and influence 

governments do not need to resort to terrorism



Terrorism Acts

• Some government could tolerate or even be behind terrorist attacks, or simply not fully investigate suspects

• Techniques include bombing, kidnapping, assaults including assassination and takeovers of  buildings, 
planes or ships invariably with hostages

• More recent methods include the use of  chemical substances such as Anthrax in in the USA after 9/11 or 
more recently even use of  normal vehicles to target civilians

• This provides terrorist with a wide choice to targets and methods, which makes their action very difficult to 
tackle

• Al-Qaeda had a plan to produce chemical weapons in Iraq in 2001 (code named Zabadi)

• In 2017 ISIS used mustard gas. Violent fatwas have called for using any available means to kill infidels 

• The use of  sophisticated IEDs



Causes of  Terrorism
• A perception that society and the political situation is unfair or discriminates

• Frustration with the inability to bring about changes by other means than violence

• Poverty has also been considered as a factor. While poverty might be a contributing factor in 
some cases, there is no systematic link between poverty and terrorism

• Another factor could be the general characteristic of  political system. Limited political 
participation and repression might be an aggravating factor

• But democracies with their limitation on security and the use of  intelligence due to individual 
rights concerns might also provide opportunities for terrorists, also due to the greater media 
reflections

• Also states with stronger security apparatus have shown to be less prone to terrorist activities, use 
of  torture even against suspects, pressuring families and relatives etc. 

• This is also due to the role of  media and restrictions on it in authoritarian states which makes the 
psychological impact of  terrorism less efficient



Profile of  a modern European terrorist 

• Several second generation migrants and converts joined terrorist organisations 

• Usually these are young Muslims who believe their parents are not true muslims

• They are aware of  the fact that they will die. This is in stark contrast with previous 
generation of  terrorism

• Specific behaviour: they usually call their mothers after joining the terrorist organization 
to tell her that their death guarantees paradise for their parents as well 

• They also have children before death

• In attacks in Europe they were usually siblings from Middle Class families

• Lots of  them from French speaking Muslims why?



• States have traditionally had an advantage in their ability to control information flows

• Globalization and technology, perceived threats to local cultures through better means of  
communication

• Media often becomes an important vehicle for transferring this mission of  terrorism. As the 
objective is to spread fear, media play an important role in propagating this feeling

• The Internet has changed this dynamic

• Fighters can be immortalized in the virtual sphere

• Dissemination of  propaganda is made far easier

• The common and ubiquitous infrastructure can be used to coordinate attacks and other actions

• Encrypted communication provides security

• Virtual jihad academies on internet

Globalisation, technology, and terrorism



Sederberg’s classification of  approaches to terrorism

1. Terrorism as an enemy to be defeated in war: The use of  military against terrorism is 
possible and could achieve the ultimate victory

2. Terrorism as a criminal act and confronting it with normal police techniques: this has 
two implications: 

I. Terrorism will not disappear and will always exists and at best it will be contained

II. the response to terrorism will be a reactive one

3. Terrorism as a disease: you need to treat both symptoms and the underlying causes. 
there is a need for longer strategies, even though there might be some success in 
treating symptomless along the way



Measures against terrorism – War, Crime
• Seeing terrorism in terms of  war, or as a crime or as a disease determines the type of  counter measures

• Three possible approaches are Preventions, Response to Attacks and International Collaboration

• The war approach permits a strong pre-emptive response, retaliatory attacks and preemptive strike ex. such 
as Turkey against the YPG bases or drone strikes (War on Terrorism)

• The use of  informants is also pertinent here, larger organization might be easier to penetrate for security 
forces compared to smaller more compact groups

• Targeting leaders, decapitation. Decapitation seems to have had some impacts in certain cases. In some 
cases decapitation could actually make the situation worse. Israel for example has adopted this strategy 
against Hamas and the Islamic Jihad

• When terrorism is seen as a criminal act the police objective will be to show that criminal are caught and 
punished. Pre-emptive strikes and assassinations are not usual tools for combatting crimes

• Prevention is associated with seeing terrorism as an act of  war or as a disease, seeking to address 
underlying causes (disease) or eliminate (war) those involved in terrorism. Also states has shown to be 
willing to arrest potential future terrorists (crime)



Measures against terrorism – Disease

• Here government reforms and educational programs are prioritized

• Policies might be reviewed to alleviate all of  some of  the grievances. To address questions 

of  social justice. To launch cultural programs aimed at deradicalization.

• But with this method terrorists might still be encouraged to engage more in acts of  

violence if  they see that it bears significant results

• Also some demands by terrorist groups could never be realized in certain societies, for 

instance if  they want to establish an Islamic state in Europe, or to do away completely 

with the capitalist system etc.

• There might be terrorist organizations with incompatible mutually exclusive objectives



International Measures
• Security agencies and intelligence are usually more efficient in home soil, but contemporary terrorism has 

international dimensions

• collaboration among states have become of  prime importance. Not only intelligence sharing but also 
coordinated acts such as sanctioning countries who support terrorism

• But this has not been easy as countries have different agendas and attitudes towards countries who are 
allegedly supporting terrorists

• One aspect of  this international cooperation is to develop international consensus or laws against 
terrorism. For example declare outlaw air piracy, or passing law for punishing countries or institutions who 
financial aid terrorists organizations

• United Nations’ International Convention for the Suppression of  Financing of  Terrorism. Financial 
Action Task Force (FATF) action plan to improve anti-money laundering (AML) and combating financing 
of  terrorism (CFT) standards, the Palermo Convention : United Nations Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime and the Protocols Thereto



Recent trends in combatting terrorism 
• Before 9/11 the USA largely viewed terrorism from the criminal perspective. Terrorists were caught and 

brought to trial

• Normal police techniques including the use of  informers and infiltration of  agents into potentially 
dangerous groups were common strategies, such as with KU Klux Klan

• But after 9/11 the war analogy became the dominant approach in confronting terrorism in the USA.  It 
was even labeled the Global War on Terror

• More recently attempts at reforms and policy changes to deal with causes of  terrorism have been 
advocated by different politicians

• In Europe also the criminals analogy used to be the dominant approach but more recently there’re has 
been a significant more towards treating terrorism as a diseases and trying to address the root causes

• Counterterrorism and counter-insurgency (COIN). New COIN strategy is based on the principle of  
“winning the hearts and minds” of  local populations (the disease approach)

• Effective COIN require long term strategies by combining this with military and police forces to prove 
efficient



Protection of  Civil Liberties
• Democratic government can not kill suspects, imprison their families or implements strong social 

surveillance mechanisms on citizens

• In democratic societies where the level of  security is usually lower it will be more difficult to prevent acts 
of  terrorism

• The US Patriotic Act allowed lengthy detentions of  non-citizens on suspicion of  terrorism. Also persons 
captured overseas have been kept in lengthy detentions in Guantanamo Naval Base. Other have been sent 
to countries where prisoners do not enjoy much rights

• After 9/11 many countries passed laws and emergency measures that allow for lengthy detention of  
suspect terrorists 

• This risk creating suspect communities. Individuals may be targeted for investigations (profiling) because 
of  their religion or ethnic background

• Civil liberties can be in least danger if  terrorism is viewed as a diseases where the root causes must be 
treated. Seeing terrorism as a warfare could have the highest costs for civil liberties



Types of  Terrorism: Ethnic (Nationalist) & Ideological
• Three types of  terrorism: Religious, Ethnic or Nationalist and Ideological

• Ethnic or linguistic identities can be at the heart of  one category of  terrorist activities

• Ex. ETA in Spain seeing independence for the Basque region. Tamil Tigers sought independence in Sri Lanka 
for the regional mainly inhabited by Tamils

• Most 1950s and 1960s terrorist activities were nationalist aimed at liberating population form oppression of  
colonial powers

• Other groups are more difficult to categorize, for example Irish Republican Army, Both religious and nationalist

• Marxist-Leninism ideology in Irish National Liberation Army as there is in FARC 

• Revolutionary Arms Forces Of  Colombia have has Marxist-Leninist inclinations but also relations with drug 
cartels. The same in Peru where groups’ Ethnic objectives have developed at times with criminal groups

• Purely ideological like Red Brigade in Italy in 70s and 80s. Red Army Faction in Germany, several similar groups 
in Latin America. But these diminished significantly by the end of  1980s due to the collapse of  the Soviet Union

• Xenophobic Terrorism such as Ku Klux Klan and Norwegian Andres Brevik



Types of  Terrorism: Religious

• Islamist groups such as Al-Qaeda, ISIS and border jihadist groups in Indonesia, Pakistan, 

India, Israel, Occupied Territories, Russia, Algeria, Philippines etc.

• Not just Islam but other religions have also been used as a pretext. Ex. Violent anti-

abortion Christian activists in the USA , ethnic cleansing of  Muslims in Bosnia. Violent 

activities in Indian Punjabi which pitted Sikhs against Hindus

• The Sikh reaction was to the Hindus extremism which waned to drive “foreign” religions 

i.e. Islam and Christianity out of  India

• Jewish extremism, justifying their violent actions by religious beliefs. They went as far as 

assassinating Yitzak Rabin



Agency of  Terrorism
• Top-Down terrorism, la Terreur with much greater physical impacts

• Bottom-up terrorism

• State terrorism includes rein of  terror in France as acts of  inflicting fear to break enemies resolve, 
Dresden and Hiroshima and Nagasaki are examples

• For example the principle of  “strategic bombardment” developed in 1930s 

• Genocides also play important role in terrorist philosophy, ex. Armenian genocide of  1915-1916 
or Rwanda in 1994

• Thugs in India had similar objectives, to spread fear , lasted until mid 19th century, venerated Kali, 
Hindu goddess of  war with multifaceted ideology

• Myth of  Tyrannicide , includes assassination of  head of  states, ex: Lincoln, McKinley, John and 
Robert Kennedy. The killer of  Abraham Lincoln has shouted “Death to Tyrant”!



Debate Questions
• Is global terrorism the price states pay for entry into and continued access to a globalized system?

• Are there any circumstance in which terrorism can be justified?

• Why does violent Islamic extremism continue to be the primary motivator for global terrorist violence?

• Should freedom be restricted to ensure greater security against the threat of  global terrorism?

• Why is linking terrorism with globalization so difficult to do theoretically?

• When did terrorism become a truly global phenomenon?

• Did the September 11 mark the emergence of  a truly global form of  terrorism?

• Of  all the factors that motivate terrorists, is any one more important than others, and if  so, why?

• What has changed in terrorism over the past half-century and have any factors remained the  same? If  so, what are 
they and why have they remained constant?

• What is the role that technology plays in terrorism and how will it change how terrorists operate  in the future?

• What is the primary challenge that individual state and international community as a whole face  in confronting 
terrorism?

• Are restrictions on liberty merely the lesser evil compared with the threat of  terrorism?


